Alexander Hosea Primary School
‘Roots to grow, wings to fly’

Class: Crystal

Date of project: Terms 5 & 6

Art- Studying Andy Goldsworthy/ Adrian Grey (Rock Art and sculptures) Cave Art (the
study and creation of cave art)

Where does it start?

DT: Building Historical Tools (joining different materials).
Computing- Programming & Media.

In Term 3 & 4, we will be using the following text: Stig of the
dump by Clive King, Stone-Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura and
The Pebble in my pocket: A History of Our Earth by Meredith
Hooper and Chris Coady.

Geography- Study of the UK (regions, settlements and human & physical features).
Europe
PSHE/British Values- Jigsaw (Relationships & Changing Me)
PE- Athletics (unit 1 & 2) & OOA (Outside adventurous activities)
RE- What do different people believe about God and why do people pray?
Science- Rocks (how are rocks & fossils made), Light

To immerse our class through Terms 3 and 4 we will have the
following learning environment:

English: Diaries, Instructions, Newspaper Reports and Stone Age stories.

Quiet cave enclosures. Floor spaces, small tables, sofas.

Maths: Fractions, measurements, Statistics & time. (Problem solving, mental math and
measurement will also be incorporated throughout the day/projects).

The classroom will look like a Stone Age – Iron Age settlement
close to the coast where the children will find a coast line and
pebbles.

History: Stone Age through to Iron Age (looking at day to day life, and technology) and
local History.
Music: Composing our own music for the summer solstice celebtration.
MFL: reading, writing and say different body parts and animals.
Project One:
How did you get there?
Timeline and an
explanation text of how
different rocks and fossils.

Project Two:
How are rocks used in
art?
Rock art and cave art
presentations.

Project Three:
Why are you living there?
Settlements in the UK and
why (looking at soils, rocks
and other physical features).
Local History and
settlements. Create
programmed maps.

Tools to help with learning: maps of Europe and atlases, books
relating to the Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age, Rocks and books
on Rock formations, Time Lines, artefacts, cave art and further
resources support English, Maths and non-core subjects.
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